
“Arrrr the long long days of sweet summer....>”
Rising early as the sun has become so internally programmed, any 
opportunity to have a “day off” (what ever that may be?) is rudely 
interrupted by my body clock, and once awake, the mind rolls with the 
projects and puzzles of my adventures in wood..... But what a joy, 
that my work life is the source of my passion..... “Office of the Week 
contest???? I win again”.... Either in the shed, with the kettle on most 
of the day, beavering away but surrounded by nature and the 
freedom of expressing my many ideas, or on site having a personal 
moment of reverence with an old tree.... if I had a choice, it would be 
no other..... and when the sun shines, a new unknown invertabrate 
friend pops up, or a fritillary flutters for attention with a mate in full un-
bashful view....... I know I am blessed....

So here I present this quarter’s info and news, colated from the 
members of the group, who all have their own tale to tell. This time 
it’s Roger Robert’s turn for the front page, having taken the time to 
present an insight into his own unique journey.
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Roger Roberts - Maker in Wood
Hi, I’m the ‘other Roger’. After a number of conversations with Roger Day over a couple of 
years of visiting various shows where the Coppice Group were doing their thing, he persuaded 
me to join the Sussex and Surrey Coppice Group. The first thing I had to remember, as a Surrey resident, was not to 
call it the Surrey and Sussex Coppice Group!
I’m fascinated by all things to do with wood but as I had a 09:00 to 21:00 ‘day’ job for the first few years on joining, I 
wasn’t able to do very much with the Group. However, being around other woody people I felt very much at home and 

more confident about exploring my woody side.
I learnt woodcarving at an evening course around 25 years ago, but didn’t get 
much opportunity to indulge that activity due to the missus popping out a 
couple of kids – still a mystery as to where they came from! However, as the 
children got older and I was required for little more than taxi services, I found I 
had a bit more time to exercise my proclivity for carving. As I didn’t have a 
robust workbench to bash bits of wood on, I turned to soapstone and 
alabaster making small pieces for colleagues at work to get the practise. They 
would choose a piece of stone and tell me what they wanted made from it. 
Sometimes this was 
quite a challenge which 
is exactly what I 
wanted!
After a couple of years, 

I made my own workbench that would take the hard knocks of 
bashing both wood and stone. I was in heaven! Then the missus 
said the noise was reverberating throughout the house and I 
had to go! Free at last I thought! However, she only meant the 
workbench and my collection of wood and stone that had 
engulfed the garage, the garden shed and half the garden! I 
don’t know what the problem was! I then found Moore’s Open 
Storage in Betchworth where I rented a 20 foot container. To this 
was added a 10 foot container shortly after that was soon 
replaced by a second 20 foot container, relinquishing the ten 
footer. Finally, I also regained the ten footer when that became free. Needless to say, all the surrounding gaps 
between, behind and in front of the containers also filled up with more wood!
I joined the Surrey Sculpture Society once my confidence grew and have been accepted for a number of their 
exhibitions, although I have stopped exhibiting for the time being. I have also been part of the Surrey Artists Open 
Studios on a number of occasions. The first time was after I saw Roger sharing an Open Studio with Chris Wallace 
and Jude Beautement. They kindly asked me to join them the following year and for a Christmas Open Studio. I have 
also exhibited at Guildford, Dorking and Denbies with a group of fellow artists, calling ourselves Atmospheric.
Continued on Page 4 Here.....

http://thewoodregister.co.uk/
http://www.rogerday.eu
http://www.rogerday.eu
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Well, my first year as Chairman is now up and it is time to look back at what we have managed to achieve as a 
group over that year. While I have been finding my feet thankfully others have carried on and helped move the group 
forward. The easiest way I can highlight some of our achievements is to address them in order:

The largest single challenge has been the join – no join decision for the National Coppice Federation (NCFed). 
After our special meeting in September to agree a way forward I embarked on a plan to try to influence the NCFed to 
change their articles of association to something more acceptable to SSCG. Following that I was co-opted as a 
Director of the NCFed and Rebecca Oaks, Chair, established a work group to review the Articles of Association (AA) 
and included me into that group. After providing an initial draft of what I thought might be acceptable to SSCG that 
addressed the points raised by our working party headed by Alan Sage an NCFed working party meeting was held in 
the New Forest to discuss the draft and agree negotiated changes. Further emails and a further meeting in Hereford 
reached a conclusion for the NCFed subject to Companies House approval. When approval was granted we had 
arrived at a document that addresses all of our concerns except that of proportional representation which cannot be 
changed for legal reasons in connection with a Federation. I am pleased to say that SSCG members present at the 
AGM voted in favor of joining the NCFed. 

I started an initiative to try to get some product standards registered for use by all. I am aware of there being 
some large orders for things like Besoms and Hurdles and no doubt other things looking for people to satisfy them. An 
individual would be hard pressed to fulfill some of the orders but by working together members might be able to join 
forces to each share in the rewards. To do that we need standards to work to so that each could work in isolation but 
produce a similar product to others involved in fulfilling the larger order. We have some standards now on our website 
but we need more so anyone willing to contribute please do so by sending your write ups to any of the committee 
members.

Roger Day has spent a lot of time and effort re-vamping the website and on the new-look Newsletter. What a 
great job he has done. I’m sure all will agree things are much simpler to find and access. Well done Roger.

John has been very busy with shows. He has managed to bring quite a number more to the diary this year. Those 
supported by the group all attract our normal business model for expenses so ensure individuals do at least have 
basic costs covered. Please try to support the shows where possible. Already it looks like more shows will be coming 
to the offering for next year too so it proves word is getting out there and the more we have the more marketing 
opportunities we have for our products and services.

We were fortunate enough to receive a grant from West Sussex County Council towards the cost of a flag thanks 
to Julie Bolton. The initial raising of it was at Bredhurst show and it has since been raised at the Weald and Downland 
Museum and at our Hands on Day. A further smaller version is to be ordered for use at the Surrey Hills show to help 
attract punters to our wares. Thanks Julie for thinking of us. Thanks also to John for organising it.

A meeting has taken place with the Chairmen of Hants and Dorset groups and will become a regular affair. The 
intention is to ensure we each work together and communicate to ensure opportunities across borders, that the local 
groups can’t satisfy, are made available to us all. It has already proved worthwhile in that a few of our members have 
benefitted from selling produce to Hampshire and Dorset members to satisfy their customer’s needs and ensure the 
orders were not lost.

I have also been involved in contacting the Secretary of State for the Environment via my local MP, Nick Herbert. 
It is in connection with the revised Countryside Stewardship grants system and offerings which have effectively been 
done away with for coppicing. I am still in dialogue and will be inviting the Secretary of State, Nick Herbert a 
representative from the Forestry Commission and one from DEFRA to a ‘field session’. I will be seeking member 
assistance on this but the intention is to put something together to help all of their understanding about coppicing and 
demonstrate that there is a genuine need to support coppice workers rather than effectively cut them off from the 
grant system. More will follow over the next few months.

Normally the newsletter would go out before the AGM but for a variety of reasons we are late this year. At the 
AGM I reported that Ian White has resigned from the committee to help him focus on family matters. Many thanks to 
Ian for his fantastic input over the years as Secretary and Treasurer. It means though that although the remaining 
committee members have been voted back in to support you we are running short and really need 3 additional people 
to help take on some of the committee work. If you do have some time you can give please let me know and I can 
discuss where help is needed to see if you want to go further.

Sorry this has been a large report but a lot has been happening. 

Best wishes to all,
Chris L
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Simon Weaver’s Tips

http://franceshatch.co.uk

“From the July RHS Garden magazine “The fungus that causes ash dieback has been reclassified as Hymenoscyphus 
fraxineus to include both the asexual and sexual stages of its life cycle. Previously the stages were known under two 
separate names. Chalara fraxinea and Hymenoscyphus pseudoalbidus”
 I was just listening to Jim Al-Khalili’s Life Scientific with guest Kate Jones who studied Bats across Europe. This 
series of radio programmes is one of the best on the BBC along with Ed Reardon’s week of course!!
From Jo and Allan’s Charfest last year Frances Hatch was using the soil and ash from the burns as pigments for her 
fast sketches.
Look in the Blog under West Sussex/ Eyes of the skin.”

Committee Contact
For the purpose of simplifying document continuity in the future, here are the new mail addresses that will forward 
enquiries to the relevant current committee members......Their individual details are still available from the website.

shows@coppicegroup.org.uk
training@coppicegroup.org.uk
speakers@coppicegroup.org.uk
treasurer@coppicegroup.org.uk
webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk

chairman@cooppicegroup.org.uk
discounts@coppicegroup.org.uk
merchandise@coppicegroup.org.uk
newsletter@coppicegroup.org.uk
secretary@coppicegroup.org.uk

enquiries@thewoodregister.co.uk

Artizans Of Wood - Roundwood Timber Framing Course - Rogate, West Sussex
Report by Scotty Dodd
“Twelve enthusiastic woody-folk attended the four day roundwood timber framing course run by the Artizans of Wood 
over a long weekend from the 3rd -6th July 2015 at a small woodland in Rogate, near Midhurst. The group was 
comprised of coppice workers, cabinet makers, joiners, conservation rangers and people like myself with a general 
interest in green woodwork and sustainable builds.

Attendees were tasked with creating a two bay cruck frame tractor shed from recently coppiced / felled timbers – 
mainly Sweet Chestnut, but also straight Larch. The principles learnt are transferable to larger builds or even smaller 
projects like wood sheds, garden furniture and pergolas etc.

.....The cruck frame is both the strength and charm of the build in equal measures. The manufacture of the frame, with 
its flush, hidden joints – seemingly round against round – is an art form. Creating the perfect ‘butter-pat’ joint is a 
challenging, mind-melting experience…the Artizans of Wood refer to it as ‘Voodoo’
You will learn the principles of this dark art using a transfer scribe tool – possibly one of the trickiest tools I have ever 
used and completely counter-intuitive, but within a short time we all cracked it..........

.....Day 4, the moment of truth… would all three cruck frames tie in when the wall plates and ridge pole were 
attached? The day started by de-constructing the frames (NB: this is why labelling each component is important), 
loading onto the trailer and transporting to the build site. A brief lesson in ground works and levelling was given 
followed by a debrief on how to raise the frame safely and efficiently. With pegs driven in to locate the joints and 
ratchet straps as extra support the three crucks were raised successfully and temporarily shored up whilst the wall 
plates and ridge pole were fitted. This was not without minor complications and adjustment but all in all a good job....”

Anyone interested should note there is another corse being held 
18TH – 21ST SEPT 2015 COST £325

Also don't forget The Coppice Group Training Bursary Fund as advertised on our website..... you could get help with 
funding this and other training needs.

FULL comprehensive REPORT and more pictures HERE......

for details go to their website HERE.......

http://webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk
mailto:webmaster@coppicegroup.org.uk
mailto:discounts@coppicegroup.org.uk	
https://coppicegroup.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/roundwood-timber-framing-course-review-for-sscg.pdf
https://coppicegroup.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/roundwood-timber-framing-course-review-for-sscg.pdf
http://artizansofwood.co.uk/about-2/
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Shows -  Co-Ordination
“Dear All,
When I took over looking after shows on behalf of the group we had a long list of 1, Bentley, on the books and we 
typically had less than a dozen people demonstrating. Things have changed a little since then.
When I talk about shows I refer to those shows where we turn out as a group and the group is paid to attend; there are 
dozens more opportunities for members to display their talents and wares but beyond distributing details of the various 
invitations, I don’t get involved. The fundamental principles of group shows are that every member of the group is on 
the same, level playing field, nobody should be out of pocket for attending a show and we demonstrate, educate and 
entertain visitors. It’s fair and it’s all contained in a simple ‘business model’ available to members and show organisers 
so everyone knows what to expect.

Of the group shows we are now well established at Bentley, Surrey County and Surrey Hills and this year we have 
been invited to also attend Bredhurst (hopefully reviewed elsewhere) and Belmont in Kent, and also Pippingford Park 
and Loseley. In some respects this s great as it raises our public profile, gives high-footfall opportunities, and helps 
swell the group’s coffers. This in turn means that we can finance things like the Hands on Day, group equipment, and 
the Training Bursary scheme.

We have developed a well structured and reasonably comprehensive business model for how we approach shows 
which is good for both show organisers and group members and this is available to all and sundry on request.
The other thing which is being developed is the documentation and, if you like, the process which I go through with 
each show to make it happen. I am doing this for two reasons; firstly because my increasingly-addled little brain can’t 
remember everything, and secondly so that it is easy for someone, anyone to take over.
I will be stepping down as shows coordinator at this year’s AGM and wish to make it as easy as possible to hand over. 
To that end I would look for someone who can work alongside me at some or all of the remaining post-AGM shows 
this year and take over flying solo in the New Year. So this means Pippingford, Loseley, Bentley, Birtley and Belmont in 
September and October. This should give ample opportunity for one of you to see how it all hangs together, meet 
some of the people involved and get all the info.

I will still be around (you don’t get rid of me that easily!) but intend to devote my time on the Committee to something 
else if elected.

So have a think about if you would be prepared to take the job on and feel free to give 
me a call or grab me at any group gathering if you’d like a chat about it.
Best wishes, John Sinclair ”

CONTINUED from front page
Over the years I have gravitated back towards wood, finding ways to make use of the 
bits that other people throw away. One of the activities which has now become a fairly 
regular call on my time is with Clandon Wood Natural Burial Reserve at West Clandon 
(next to Clandon Regis Golf Club). I met Simon Ferrar, whose idea the natural burial 
reserve was, at an Open Day I was demonstrating at for Norbury Park Sawmill. I have 
come to know the sawmill and people well, they are very friendly and have indulged my 
desire for odds and ends of different types of wood. 
For Clandon Wood, based on that initial meeting with Simon, I started making memorial 
leaves for relatives to place on a tree near the grave. Initially these were hand painted, then laser engraved (neither 
done by me), but now I hand engrave and pyrograph the leaves. I now also hand engrave ‘natural’ plaques which are 
offcuts of slab wood or other pieces of windfall or found wood, which are placed on the grave. In the past two years I 
had made around 60 leaves and 45 plaques. 
Another use for discarded wood that is a more recent addition is my Silver Birch 
Bark Lamps. I started finding small ‘tubes’ of birch bark when walking in Surrey 
heath woodlands. I soon started spotting bigger and bigger pieces of complete 
bark and began to collect them, not really know what I was going to do with them! 
As I had made some lamp stands from bits of wood for Lovers Lights, a light shop 
and gallery in Twickenham Green, I thought I would try making lamps from the 
birch bark. After a period of trial and error I eventually came across the right 
combination of materials to make lamps that were stable, robust and easy to 
transport. 
I have now become a regular at many of the Coppice Group wood fairs, which I 
thoroughly enjoy, especially those with an overnight stay of merriment and the odd 
tipple (strong cider)! I bring along bits and pieces for children to do, let everyone 
have a go at carving and sometimes sell the odd bit too!
I’m currently looking to relocate from my set of containers to a more permanent 
location where I will be able to spread out a bit more, have better working 
conditions (currently freezing in winter and like an oven in summer!), and also be able to host ‘open days’ and run 
short courses for people who want to learn how to carve. If anyone has space which you think may be suitable, please 
let me know.
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Discounted Training Available

https://coppicegroup.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/bursaryapplicationform.pdf

enquiries@thewoodregister.co.uk

The committee have been looking at different ways of continuing to support any members that require training. In the 
past we have run or funded many different courses & training events, such as Coppice Week. The success of these 
training events means that most members are now trained up in the areas that they want to be & the need for training 
courses within the group has dropped significantly. In order to still help anyone who wishes to expand there skill set, 
as well as for any newer members, the committee have set up a new bursary system. The bursary allows anyone who 
has been a member for more than two years to apply fo 
up to an 80% discount on any course (max £200). They will simply need to complete an application form & submit it to 
the committee before the training takes place. The funding will be drawn from an allocated budget of £1000, which will 
be reviewed annually by the committee.

The form is available to download on our web site here:-

We hope that members will take advantage of this opportunity & if you feel it can be improved in any way or you have 
any questions regarding it, please do speak with either myself or one of the committee.
Thanks, Alan Sage. 

WildWood
Charcoal and Coppice Products

Alan and Jo Waters

53 Warehead Cottages
 Stane Street

Halnaker, West Sussex
England

PO18 0NF

CharFest in the Woods
West Dean Estate, West Sussex
8th – 10th August 2015

This is a three day annual event which takes place around August 11th, St. Alexander’s Day, the patron saint of 
charcoal burners.  Alexander was Bishop of Comana in Asia Minor (circa AD275).  Before becoming a charcoal burner 
he was a man of good birth and education who had given away all his worldly goods to follow Christ.  He was 
appointed Bishop by St Gregory the Wondermaker at the suggestion of the local people. Ironically he was burnt at the 
stake for his religious beliefs.

Our CharFest is a unique event with experienced charcoal burners from around the country to show you three 
different methods of making charcoal. The way that it was made in the past; is still made today; and the way that we 
believe it should be made in the future.   Earthkiln and  ring kiln will take place on the 8th/9th/10th and the Exeter 
Retort on 9th and 10th of August.

You are welcome to stay all three days or as many as you can spare.  In any event  the charge is £20 per person per 
day (children under 12 free).   You are also welcome to arrive on the 7th and stay overnight, but please give us 
advance warning so that someone is on site to receive you.  Let us know which days you wish to attend and send us 
50% by end of July to guarantee your place.  You can either send a cheque, or pay by BACS into our account 
no. 80252395 sort code 20-20-62 ”WildWood Charcoal & Coppice Products”.  Balance must be paid when you arrive, 
either by cash or by cheque 
(remember to bring your cheque book.)  We will send directions to the site upon receipt of your deposit.  For those 
wishing to pop up for a ’peep’, there is no charge.

Please bring your own tent, food and drinking water and remember to wear leather boots.  Facilities are basic but a 
large tarpaulin will be in place to provide shelter from rain, and portaloos for comfort!  We don’t mind dogs as long as 
they are kept on the lead.  Children are also welcome.  There will be delicious food served on the Saturday, cooked by 
our friend John Clint!
  
We look forward to welcoming you to our lovely site.                
Alan and Jo Waters

Tel: 01243 778106 Email: waters@wildwoodcoppice.co.uk
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vanessajsutcliffe@gmail.com

The Wood Register Update
The Wood Register web site is now 

live. The windows & iphone apps are 
still in development but a test android 

version is available for download 

Some members who are looking for 
more wood to cut have already listed 
their businesses on it, but the next 

phase will be to get larger land 
owners like the Forestry Commission, 
MOD, AONB's etc to use the site as 

well as private owners. We've already 
received interest from county Wildlife 

Trusts & the Woodland Trust.
We will be publicly promoting the site 

via woody press mags & to other 
organisations in the coming weeks & 
months. If you have any connections 
or suggestions that may help, then 

please let me know. The site is 
getting a decent number of visits & is 

high on the major search engines.
Connecting woodsman with 

landowners is one of the groups main 
objectives & we hope that this 

initiative helps you find the wood you 
need to be productive & profitable.

Alan Sage

http://thewoodregister.co.uk/oneweb
media/_The_Wood_Register.apk

http://www.coppiceapprentice.org.uk
http://www.coppiceapprentice.org.uk
http://www.coppiceapprentice.org.uk
mailto:vanessajsutcliffe@gmail.com
mailto:vanessajsutcliffe@gmail.com
http://thewoodregister.co.uk/onewebmedia/_The_Wood_Register.apk


Diary 2015 - Dates so far.....

Committe Meetings - The Shy Horse, 423, Leatherhead Road, Chessington, Surrey, KT9 2NQ
29th October 7.30pm till 10.00pm @ The Shy Horse

Members Meetings - Buchan Country Park, Horsham Road, Crawley, W.Sussex. RH11 9HQ
19th November 7.30pm till 9.30pm Members Meeting @ Buchan Country Park

Shows
All shows are group events with the exception of the Cowdray Farm Shop Open day, so if you would like to attend and 
demonstrate initially contact John Sinclair unless otherwise indicated

With the season rolling on we now have an edited list below....

September
5th, 6th - PIPPINGFORD PARK - ASHDOWN FOREST
18th, 19th and 20th - BENTLEY WEALD WOODFAIR
Sunday 27th - SURREY COUNTY PLOUGHING MATCH - LOSELEY PARK

October
3rd, 4th - SURREY HILLS WOODFAIR - BIRTLEY HOUSE
10th, 11th - BELMONT ESTATE WOOD FEST - FAVERSHAM KENT

http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA

British Woodland Survey

All words and pictures are presented as part of a not for profit publication. There is no intention to publish or print any content out of context of it’s lawful 
copyright. The editor accepts no responsibility for opinions, misrepresentation or misquote, or any part of content given and  published in good faith.

HomeDiary

New equipment register set up by stihl to help protect your gear & inform others of any recently stolen items to look out for.
www.arbsafe.co.uk

Sponsor of

http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA
http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA
http://sylva.org.uk/forestryhorizons/bws2014/ZPA
http://www.arbsafe.co.uk
http://www.kellykettle.com/

